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Dear fellow hunters,
Another difficult year has come to the end but with all the ups and downs, we can look at and strive to at a much brighter future in the hunting
world. Although we still face closed borders and restrictions, in the time 2021 we were able to send many of our clients to some of our best
destinations and to have exceptional trophies.
ProfiHunt team would like to say a big thank you to all our members for their continual support during pandemic.
We would like to give a big applause to Alexander Egorov for becoming the winner of the 2020 Weatherby Award and Sergey Yastrzhembskiy
for becoming the winner of the 2021 Conklin Award. Alexander has become the first Russian winner of the kind!
We are very proud that ProfiHunt Team arranged the majority of the hunting trips for Alexander Egorov and Sergey Yastrzhembskiy, and wish
Sergey and Alexander a good luck on their way to further Awards.
In 2021 we conducted a first successful bow hunting on European Moose in Russia. Bow hunters are welcome to come to hunt in Russia in
2022!
We expect more loosening of restrictions in 2022 so our clients from around the world will finally be able to hunt as they please. Imagine hunting
in an area that hasn’t seen hunting pressure in two years. We expect some great results.
Our full staff has remained on the job to gather information and keep current on all conditions as they change. Please feel free to contact us
with any questions or concerns about your hunting desires. We look forward to getting back what we love — hunting around the world. In the
meantime, keep making plans for your dream hunts. Stay safe and healthy.

Vladimir Melnikov
President/CEO
ProfiHunt USA, Inc.

06-09 January
Dallas Safari Club
Booth # 2612

13-15 January
The Sheep Show
Booth # 1056

19-22 January
Safari Club International
Booth # 5131

26-29 January
Grand Slam Club Ovis
Booth # 521
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Vladimir was born in 1965 in Siberia where he graduated from the
Game Management Faculty. His father was a big hunter, wildlife
biologist, professor and has over 150 research articles, books
about wild game and hunting. Vladimir was taken hunting when
he was a child and, of course, he was one of the fist Russians
who went hunting in Africa and other continents.

VLADIMIR MELNIKOV
Founder

Vladimir was a director of the Hunting Department of the Russian
Federation (RF) from 2006 to 2010, then Deputy Minister of
National Resources and was responsible for hunting, Flora and
Fauna of RF. He was the one who was able to organize the
meeting with Minister of Agriculture to report about a disaster with
Spring Bear hunt in 2005 and reopen approaching fall hunting
season.

Artem is General Director of ProfiHunt. He
has been working for ProfiHunt since 2004.
He deals with agencies and clients from
all over the world. Artem speaks English,
French and German. He was born on
2 December 1978 in Tolyatti, Russia.
In 2001 he graduated from the Department
of the Foreign Languages of the Vladimir
State University. In 2010 he finished his
education at the Moscow Financial Academy,
Department of Finances and Credit.
ARTEM VESELOV
General director

E-mail: Jagd@profihunt.com
Skype: Profihunt-Jagd

Alexander was 13 years old when he hunted
his first African trophies such as zebra,
impala, warthog and participated in elephant,
buffalo and lion hunts with his father. Upon
entering into the taste, Alexander began to
take part in hunting trips in Kamchatka, the
Caucasus, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Spain
and all over Russia. He graduated from the
“Academy of National Economy and Public
Administration under the President of the
Russian Federation”, speaks perfect German
and good English.
ALEXANDER MELNIKOV
E-mail: Russia@profihunt.com
Hunting department specialist
Skype: ProfiHunt-Russia

Works mainly with Foreign and Russian
clients for Russian and Asian hunts, but
is knowledgeable a lot about African and
European destinations.
Denis joined ProfiHunt in June 2008 and
have already proved to be responsible and
eager to work out every single detail of each
journey he arranges. His clients are sure to
occur in good and friendly hands!
E-mail: Hunt@profihunt.com
DENNIS SHADOW
Skype: Profihunt-Asia
Hunting department specialist

A member of Hunting Department staff, deals
with Russian and English speaking hunters.
In the year of 1995 Alexey completed
his studies at Moscow Teachers Training
University in the field of Geography and the
English Language. Since 1993 Alexey is a
member of Russian Geographic Society.
He is friendly and outgoing person, deserved
brilliant reputation in hunting society. Joined
ProfiHunt in 2011.
E-mail: Africa@profihunt.com
ALEXEY PAVLOV
Skype: Profihunt-Africa
Hunting department specialist

Alexander is our experienced Englishspeaking Professional Hunter (PH). Alexander
began hunting when he was 12 years old
and made hunting his main occupation.
He has graduated Vyatka State Agricultural
Academy as a biologist-outdoorsman and
started working in ProfiHunt as a PH in April
2012. Right from the beginning he proved
himself as a hardworking cheerful hunter
ready to help in every situation with any
matter.
ALEXANDER PETRUSHENKO
Professional Hunter

MAXIM LYAMENKOV
Professional Hunter

John started his hunting path in early
childhood and by now he has the vast
experience in hunting in Russia and Asia,
Africa, North and South America. He did
most of his International mountain hunts
with ProfiHunt and finally joined us as the
American member of the team in 2013.

JOHN WILLIAMS
Representative in USA

Maxim is our English-speaking guide dealing
with Russian and English-speaking hunters.
Besides that, Maxim has a high education
in the field of computer engineering and film
producing and is a professional filmmaker.
The streamline of filming is action sport and
outdoor activities.
Maxim has a travel professional experience
throughout the world including Europe, Asia,
Africa and North and South America. He is a
friendly and an outgoing person. He joined
ProfiHunt in 2019.

John is an expert in hunting trips in Russia
and Asia and is alwats ready to share with
you his experience and help you in choosing
the next destination to go.

Rifat is 29 years with ProfiHunt. He is
responsible for meet and greet with our
guests at the airport of Moscow.
He takes care of all transfers, customs
formalities and connected flights to the final
destinations.

RIFAT DIANOV
Meet & greet manager
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• CAPRA WORLD SLAM

• OVIS WORLD SLAM

American Mountain Goat (Oreamnos americanus)

Dall (Ovis dalli dalli)

Pyrenean Chamois (Rupicapra pyrenaica pyrenaica)

Stone (Ovis dalli stonei)

Cantabrian Chamois (Rupicapra pyrenaica parva)

Fannin (Ovis dalli fanini)

Alpine Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra rupicapra)

Rocky Mountain bighorn (Ovis canadensis canadensis )

New Zealand Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra)

California bighorn (Ovis canadensis canadiana)

Carpathian Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra carpatica)

Mexican Desert bighorn (Ovis canadensis mexicana)

Balkan Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra balcanica)

Nelson Desert Bighorn (Ovis canadensis Nelsoni)

Caucasian Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra caucasica)

North Baja Desert bighorn (Ovis Canadensis cremnobates)

Anatolian Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra asiatica)

South Baja Desert bighorn (Ovis Canadensis weemsi)

Low Tatra Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra rupicapra tatrica)

Kolyma snow sheep (Ovis nivicola ssp)

Chartreuse Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra Cartuciana)

Koryak snow sheep (Ovis nivicola koriakorum)

Himalayan Tahr (Hemitragusjemlahicus)

Okhotsk snow sheep (Ovis nivicola alleni)

Himalayan / New Zealand Tahr (Hemitragusjemlahicus)

Yakutia snow sheep (Ovis nivicola lydekkeri)

Bezoar Ibex (Capra aegagrus aegagrus)

Kamchatka snow sheep (Ovis nivicola nivicola)

Kri-Kri Ibex (Capra aegagrus cretica)

Putorana snow sheep (Ovis nivicola borealis)

Persian Desert Ibex (Capra aegagrusssp)

Chukotka snow sheep (Ovis nivicola chuktchorum)

Sindh Ibex (Capra aegagrus blythi)

North Africa Barbary or Audad sheep (Ammotragus lervia)

Gredos Ibex (Capra pyrenaica victoriae)

Barbary or Audad sheep – worldwide introduced (Ammotragus lervia)

Beceite Ibex (Capra pyrenaica hispanica)

Gobi Argali (Ovis ammon darwini)

Southeastern Spanish Ibex (Capra pyrenaica hispanica)

Hangai Argali (Ovis amon ssp)

Ronda Ibex (Capra pyrenaica hispanica)

Altai Argali (Ovis ammon ammon)

Alpine Ibex (Capra ibex)

Marco Polo Argali (Ovis ammon polii)

Nubian Ibex (Capra nubiana)

Hume Argali (Ovis ammon humei)

Mid-Asian Ibex (Capra sibirica alaiana)

Karaganda Argali (Ovis ammon collium)

Himalayan Ibex (Capra sibirica hemalayanus)

Kara Tau Argali (Ovis ammon nigrimontana)

Altay Ibex (Capra sibirica sibirica)

Sair Argali (Ovis ammon sairensis)

Gobi Ibex (Capra sibirica hagenbecki)

Tian Shan Argali (Ovis ammon karelini)

Kuban (Western) Tur (Capra caucasica dinniki)

Littledale Argali (Ovis ammon littledalei)

Dagestan (Eastern) Tur (Capra cylindricornis)

Gansu Argali (Ovis ammon dalailamae)

Mid-Caucasian Tur (Capra caucasica caucasica)

Severtsov Argali (Ovis ammon severtsovi)

Bukharan Markhor (Capra falconeri heptneri)

Kuruktag Argali (Ovis ammon adametzi)

Astor Markhor (Capra falconeri falconeri)

Matison Argali (Ovis ammon poli x Ovis ammon hodgsoni)

Kashmir Markhor (Capra falconeri cashmiriensis)

Chinese blue sheep (Pseudois nayaur szechuanensis)

Kabul Markhor (Capra falconeri megaceros)

Himalayan blue sheep (Pseudois nayaur nayaur)

Sulaiman Markhor (Capra falconeri jerdoni)

Dwarf blue sheep (Pseudois nayaur schaeferi)

Chiltan Wild Goat (Capra falconeri jerdoni xCapra aegagrus blythi)

Helan Shan blue sheep (Pseudois nayaur ssp)

Goral (Naemorhedus goral)

Mouflon (Ovis gmelini musimon)

Serow (Capricornissumatraensis)

Armenian mouflon (Ovis gmelini gmelini)

Mallorcan Wild Goat (Capra aegagrus erxleben)

Esfahan mouflon (Ovis gmelini isphahonica)

Hybrid (Bezoar) Ibex (Capra ssp) must be free range

Laristan mouflon (Ovis gmelini laristanica)

Hybrid (Kri-Kri) Ibex (Capra ssp) must be free range

Shiraz mouflon (Ovis gmelini ssp)

Feral Goat (Capra hircus) must be free range

Konya mouflon (Ovis gmelini anatolica)
Corsican mouflon (Ovis gmelini corsicana)
Transcaspian urial (Ovis vignei arkal)
Afgan urial (Ovis vignei cycloceros)
Blanford urial (Ovis vignei blanfordi)
Punjab urial (Ovis vignei punjabiensis)
Red sheep (Ovis gmelini gmelini x ovis vignei arkal)
Kerman sheep (Ovis gmelini ssp)
Kuban (Western) Tur (Capra caucasica dinniki)
Dagestan (Eastern) Tur (Capra cylindricornis)
Mid-Caucasian Tur (Capra caucasica caucasica)
Hybrid sheep (Ovis sp)

Being a member of the
MOUNTAIN HUNTERS
CLUB you can


communicate with passionate mountain
hunt lovers



participate in Club’s events



become the nominee for Awards
of the Club



register your trophies in the Rating
Lists of the Club and been listed in
the official Mountain Hunters Club
rating table



impact into forming correct public
opinion upon the importance of
hunting and



popularization of mountain hunting

Mountain Hunters Club brings together
those who share a passion
for hunting in the mountains!

www.kgo-club.ru
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Kuban (Western) tur in Russia

K

uban Tur is a highly desirable trophy. Only
comparatively small part of Caucasus Mountains
holds population of Kuban Tur. Hunting is a great
challenging experience. Many hunters in the past got back
home without seeing a single ram. We changed the
situation completely. Since 2005 our clients had 100%
shooting opportunity with 95% success.
Kuban Tur counts both towards the Ovis and Capra World
Slams.

Joao Breda

See our clients in SCI Record Book: Butch Kuflak, David F.
Myrup, Dennis Campbell, Eduardo J.M. Gerlero, Gary D.
Parker, George Harms, Jeffery L. Meyerl, Larry S. Lewis,
Mike J. Borel, Richard Sand,Jim Shockey, Bryan Harlan.
This ever popular hunt has been attended by some of
the biggest names in hunting and ProfiHunt is proud to
have assisted all our clients to achieve some of the largest
trophies in this region.

Jose Vilarinho

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Christopher Perdue
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Bryan Harlan

Charles Weckel
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Alejandro Calzada

Pedro de Ampuero
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Jose Maria De La Varga

Jim Shockey
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Mid-Caucasian Tur in Russia

S

ome Turs live on the eastern side of the Caucasus
Mountains and are called Dagestan or Eastern Tur,
the other live on the western side of the Caucasus
Mountains of Russia and are known as Kuban (Western)
Tur.

Chris Hall

Mid-Caucasian Tur inhabits those areas where these two
species are mixed - Nalchik area. The three different Turs
count towards both the Ovis and Capra World Slams. With
no doubts Tur hunts are the very demanding, you should
be completely ready for this challenging adventure, but the
reward worths it.
See our clients in SCI Record Book: Arthur R. Dubs, Gary
D. Parker, Gary Rigotti, George Harms, Kenneth L. Barr,
Larry Higgins, Richard Sand, Jim Shockey, Bryan Harlan,
Eduardo Negrete.
Book now and enjoy this perfect 100% chance hunt!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com.

Norman Stewart

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Bryan Harlan
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Christopher Perdue

Cristophe Requet
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Arnold Esslinger

Renee Snider
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Bryan Bailey

Jim Shockey
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Dagestan (Eastern) Tur in Russia

D

agestan Tur hunts in Russia are becoming more
popular specially among hunters who are interested
in combo hunts for 2 or 3 different species of Tur
with less travel, expenses and time wasting.
It takes only 3 hours to ride from the Dagestan Tur area to
the Mid-Caucasian area, or 7 hours to the Kuban Tur area.
A Caucasian Chamois is available on trophy fee basis and
it is additional advantage of the area. The quality of the Tur
trophies in Russia can compete with quality in Azerbaijan.
Every year trophies in range of 37-39 inches are taken
with average of 30 inches.

Alfred Schimpf

In 2021 our German hunter took a monster Tur of 41
inches!
We deliver what we promise, and only promise what we
can deliver.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com.

Daniel Gorecki

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Carlo Wiese 41’’ Monster Tur 2021
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Andreas Wiese

Istvan Szabadi
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Dagestan (Eastern) Tur in Azerbaijan

A

zerbaijan has the best areas and the best chance
for high quality trophies of Dagestan Tur (also called
East Caucasian Tur). Tur population is very strong
here. It is not unusual to see groups of 20-30 mature
males. Average trophy is 32-33 inches with some trophies
up to 40 inches taken. Tur hunting is very challenging and
it is one of the most demanding trophies.

Juan Carlos Burcio

Dagestan Tur counts both towards the Ovis and Capra
World Slams. It has more curved horns than other species
of Tur – quite unusual for a goat, being smooth and
rounded. You will fly to Baku and then transferred to the
hunting area by car and horses.
There has been no hunting in Azerbaijan in 2020 and
2021 and we expect a very good trophy quality in
the coming season!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com.

Carlos Morales

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Emmanuel Cruysmans
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Jose Ramon De Joces

Zeev Nederman
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Caucasian Chamois in Russia

C
George Latham Myers

hamois are graceful, nimble and surefooted animals
that inhabit high alpine slopes. When alarmed,
chamois hide in inaccessible places. Chamois look
like a crossbreed of a mountain goat and an antelope and
originate from the mountains of Asia and Europe. They are
seldom found below 5,500 feet, and often live as high as
13,000 feet.
Chamois hunt is a combination of a great opportunity for
sightseeing and challenge hunting. The Chamois counts
toward the Capra World Slam.
It is easy to combine with one out of three Tur species right
away. This combination is our strong point, we do these
hunts for more than 20 years already, we know how to
make every detail perfect to provide you with memorable
experience.
North Ossetia republic nowadays is the only place where
you can harvest Caucasian Chamois. Number of licenses
is limited, book your hunt NOW!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Alejandro Calzada

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Bryan Harlan
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Christopher Perdue

Jim Shockey

®

NEVER COMPROMISE
A T

A N Y

D I S T A N C E

• Match accurate hunting ammunition
• Featuring ELD-X® bullets
• Doppler radar verified best-in-class BCs
• The ELD-X® bullet reliably expands at
conventional and extended ranges
• Best extended range terminal
performance available

Featuring the new ELD-X® bullet with Heat Shield® tip, Precision Hunter™ ammunition delivers match accuracy and superior terminal
performance at both conventional and extended ranges. Proven with Doppler radar, the Heat Shield ® tip defi es the effects of
aerodynamic heating and retains its shape to maintain highest-in-class BCs over its entire trajectory. The secant ogive profile
and optimized boattail design of the ELD-X® bullet, combined with AMP® bullet jacket and weight retaining InterLock® ring, deliver
reliable expansion at ALL practical ranges.
To see how the Heat Shield® tip and ELD-X® bullet will change hunting forever, go to hornady.com/heat-shield.

HORNADY.COM
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Kamchatka Snow Sheep in Russia

K

amchatka Snow Sheep inhabit the central part of
the Kamchatka Peninsula. The average trophy size
is 30-35 inches with occasional 40-inch ram taken.
These Sheep have the heaviest bases of all Snow Sheep
of Asia. We do not promise you to see a lot of rams but
strive to make your hunt successful.

Albert Fusella

Kamchatka Snow Sheep is a 100% chance hunt. You
should expect to walk and climb a lot, live in a spike tent
camps. The mountains are not as tough as in Caucasus,
but still the hunter should take them serious.
There is no need to fly all over the world through Moscow
anymore. The direct flight from Anchorage to Petropavlovsk
- Kamchatsky was reopened and the trips to Kamchatka
for the major North American hunters become easier; this
is once a week flight.
A Kamchatka Brown Bear can be hunted on trophy basis
as additional trophy.
In the hunting season 2014 our German customer Dieter
Pfannenstein shot an amazing ram which is a NEW World
Record with fantastic SCI 179 3/8 scores.

Enrique Fernandez

For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Steffen Andreasen
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E.B.

38’’ GREAT RAM
TOP 10 ROWLAND WARD

Frederik Brys
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Henrik Jensen

Dmitry Kotenkov
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Jim Shockey

WORLD

RECORD
BOOK YOUR HUNT TODAY

Dieter Pfannenstein
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Koryak Snow Sheep in Russia

T

he north of Kamchatka Peninsula offers some
exceptional hunting for Koryak Snow Sheep. This
huge area has an excellent population of rams.

Koryak Snow Sheep average size is 30-33 inches with
occasional 40-inch ram taken. Sheep are found at
4,000–5,000 feet. You can combine Sheep hunting with
Kamchatka Brown Bear as additional trophy.
For Snow Sheep hunts in Kamchatka you can fly directly
from Anchorage with a weekly flight.
Jim Shockey

You will be met by our staff members upon your arrival
at the airport and assisted through entire paperwork and
formalities. Please review the list of clients that use our
service, call them and ask them about our efficiency. Their
satisfaction is the best endorsement than we could ever
give.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Enrique Fernandez

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Zhaisan Syzdykov
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Dennis Hirschfeld

Weatherby Award
Winner

Jose Pepe Madrazo
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Yakutia Snow Sheep in Russia

R

ussia has a vast opportunity for hunting different
species of Snow Sheep. Snow sheep population
in Russia is estimated to be around 57,700 heads
and not including a protected specie such as Putorana
Sheep.
A large portion of Sheep population is located in Yakutia,
which is about 40,000 animals. Success rate is nearly
100%.

Sergey Puzankevich

You fly to Moscow where you are met by our crew, and
then you will fly to Yakutsk. We will do everything possible
to expedite the customs procedure. From Yakutsk you will
be transferred to the camp by helicopter MI-8 or by ground
transportation depending on the specific area of your hunt.
Try us out and you will see that you save time and money
by counting your relationship with ProfiHunt!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Renee Snider

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Jim Shockey

Okhotsk Snow Sheep in Russia
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R

ussia has a vast opportunity for hunting different
species of Snow Sheep, they can be found only in
the most remote and practically inaccessible areas
of Russia. Snow Sheep population in Russia is estimated
to be around 57,000 heads and not including a protected
specie like Putorana Sheep.
Okhotsk Snow Sheep inhabits mountainous terrains of
Khabarovsk and Magadan region in Russia. Hunters can
still find excellent populations of Snow Sheep there.
Success rate is nearly 100%. This race of Okhotsk Snow
Sheep has the largest white area on the forehead of all
Snow Sheep, as well as the largest body size - identical to
Kamchatka Snow Sheep.

Sergey Volochkovich

For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com.

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

The 2021
Conklin Award
Winner

Sergey Yastrzhembsky

Dmitry Kotenkov
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Kolyma Snow Sheep in Russia

T

his Sheep is found only in the Magadan Region,
and predominantly in the Kolyma Mountain range.
The eastern boundary is considered to be the large
river valley west of the Koryak Mountains of the Koryak
Autonomous Region.
The northern boundary is considered to be the Chukotka
Autonomous Region border. The western boundary is
considered to be the border of Yakutia, from the Omolon
River to the Kolyma River.

Pierre Mirabaud

The western boundary then follows the Kolyma River to
the Trans-Siberian Highway.
The southern boundary is considered to be the TransSiberian Highway, which begins in the city of Magadan.
This actually runs in a northerly direction. For all practical
purposes, the range of the Kolyma Sheep is west of the
Koryak Mountains down through the Kolyma range of
mountains, which are east of the Kolyma River.

Dmitry Kotenkov

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Jim Shockey

Chukotka Snow Sheep in Russia
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I

n 2014 the hunting for the Chukotka Snow Sheep was
open. This is the rarest and most remote variety of
Snow Sheep possible to hunt in Russia.
The area we are operating is the best available and very
productive. The hunting season starts on 1- st of August
and lasts until the middle of September when the weather
is getting worse.
The area is only reachable by MI 8 helicopters and the
flight time to the camp is 2 hours.
The Sheep hunting can be combined with Kamchatka
Brown Bear.
There is no need to fly all over the world through Moscow
anymore. The direct flight from Anchorage to Petropavlovsk
- Kamchatsky was reopened and the trips to Kamchatka
for the major US hunters become more easy, this is once
a week flight.
We look forward to helping you planning your trip, save
money and time.

The 2021
Weatherby Award

Winner

Alexander Egorov

For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Dmitry Kotenkov

The 2019

Weatherby Award
Winner

Jose Pepe Madrazo
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Kamchatka Brown Bear in Russia

W

e have been hunting Brown Bear in Kamchatka
for over 27 years producing big Bears. Around
70% of our Bears are 9 feet plus and up to 20%
are 10 feet.
Kamchatka Brown Bear hunt is one of the most exciting
adventures available for the hunters. Success is 100%.
Dates 2022 (Spring)
11 of April – 10 of June

Brian Jeffrey Massey

Dates 2022 (Fall)
Starting from 01 August up to late October
For Fall Bear hunt you may fly directly from Anchorage with
a weekly flight.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Roberto Padron

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Robin Bouckaert
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Jeffrey Ward

Jack Clark II
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Alain Lafranchis

Bertrand Giraudy
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Marc Colyn

Sebastien Frenna
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Koen Lostrie

Kamchatka Moose in Russia

K

amchatka Moose is the largest antlered animal
in the world. Moose is immense, usually larger
than you would expect. Antler spreads can vary
considerably. The average Moose has a spread of 60
inches. The Moose inhabit Chukotka and Kamchatka
Peninsula.
Hunt is done using the snowmobile for transportation in
the area. The hunter and the guide cover great distances
by snowmobile looking for a track of a large Moose bull.
Your guide drives a snowmobile and you stay in the sledge
behind. Once the fresh tracks are cut, hunters follow a
Moose on foot, snow shoes or skis.
Try us out and you will see that you save time and money
by counting your relationship with ProfiHunt! We are the
most professional company for your adventure in Russia,
Europe or Asia!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Roman Böck

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Dmitry & Alexander Kuznetsov
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Jörg Drechsel with his Monster Chukotka Moose 2021

Peter Renz
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Hunting in Greenland

G

reenland is a great place to visit. Icebergs are
amazing things. You may go via Iceland where
there are vast opportunities for different adventures.

All this along truly makes Musk-ox and Caribou hunting in
Greenland as a breathtaking trip. The local guides inuits
know the areas extremely well. One of the Caribou camps
might be counted as a 5-star hotel and has fantastic
articchar and cod fishing. Bring you family with you.

David Arizpe

Greenland welcomes bowhunters! You may see below
happy Daniel Trawiki from Wisconsin who was guided by
Vladimir Melnikov.
“I was guiding bowhunter first time in my 30 years
huntingcareer. I hardly can describe how exciting it was!
I couldn’tstop myself yelling with glory when the arrow
crossing 65yards got the bull and he went down in 5 steps.
It was filling like a kid watching magic. Now my desire to
hunt with a bow is endless!” - Vladimir Melnikov.

John Miller

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Daniel Trawicki

Hunting in Russian Far East
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T

he hunting in Russian Far East gives you a lot of
great opportunities and species to hunt like Amur
Brown Bear, Himalayan Brown Bear, Amur Moose,
Manchurian Sika Deer, Manchurian Wapiti and Chinese
Roe Deer.
The good thing is that you can combine most of them in
one trip but need to plan enough days as the logistic is
not easy and requires some transfers between the areas.
You can get Wapiti, Himalayan Brown Bear and Chinese
Roe Deer out of the same area but Sika Deer and Moose
Alexey Kim with a very rare Amur Moose
are in different areas.
In 2016 our customer and Weatherby and Conklin &
International Hunting Award Winner Alexander Egorov took
a new # 1 SCI Manchurian Wapiti!
In 2018 hunting season the Weatherby Award Winner
Jose Pepe Madrazo harvested a huge Manchurian Sika
Deer - the new World Record!
Book your hunting trip to Russia Far East with ProfiHunt in
2022 now!
Alexey Kim

Alexander Egorov Weatherby Award Winner
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Altai (Siberian) Ibex in Russia

A

ltai (Siberian) Ibex hunting in Russia is the classic
backpack adventure with spike camps and horses
involved in some of the areas. Picturesque, scenic
views will accompany you during the entire trip in this
magnificent country. Our professional guides will lead you
through all the stages of this hunt in a most comfortable
way.

Christopher Perdue

Our main hunting grounds for Altai Ibex are located in
Gorno-Altaisk and Abakan. Upon your arrival to Moscow
you will be met by our crew, and then you will fly to Abakan
or Gorno-Altaisk. We will do everything possible to expedite
the customs procedure. From Abakan or Gorno Altaisk you
will be transferred to the camp by ground transportation or
boats depending on the specific area of your hunt.
The hunting season runs from 01 of August till the 31 of
December with the best period September – November.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Patrick Gentil

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Joao Breda

Hunting in Uzbekistan
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U

zbekistan, located in the very heart of Asia, lies
mostly on a plain, but gradually from west to east,
the landscapes of this sunny country develop into
mountain ranges of the Tian Shan and Pamir. The average
height of Uzbek mountains ranges from 6500 to 10.000
ft.Since 2015 the hunting in Uzbekistan was reopened
and every year the demand for its species grows headily.
ProfiHunt had the privilege to be one of the first outfitters
organizing hunts there and with no doubts keeps leading
positions at this market.
Currently the following species are available in Uzbekistan:
• Severtsov Argali
• Bukharan Urial
• Bukharan Markhor
• Mid-Asian Ibex
• Himalayan Brown Bear
• Wild boar

Eduard Benderskiy

In 2022 ProfiHunt also expects to get the permits for all of
these species, therefore do not hesitate to contact us for
hunting in Uzbekistan.

VERY SPECIAL

Alexander Egorov

WINNER OF:
WEATHERBY AWARD
PANTHEON AWARD
СONKLIN AWARD
INTERNATIONAL HUNTING AWARD

Eduard Benderskiy
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Siberian Roe Deer in Russia

S

iberian Roe Deer hunt is very popular among the
Russian and foreign hunters. At the end of August
this hunting attracts hunters from all over the world in
Kurgan, the area famous for the hunt on this specie.
ProfiHunt offers only the best areas where all record
trophies were taken and you still have a good chance
to take a new one. The camps are comfortable hunting
lodges, motels or cabins.

Rudolf Schmid

We have up to 10 different camps. All hunting is done on
foot with transportation in the hunting area by jeeps. Spotand-stalk is normally used; calling of Roe Deer bucks is
also practiced there with a high degree success as well.
Hunting area is easy. It is well developed agriculture area
with a flat terrain.
We had a fantastic hunting season for Siberian Roe
Deer!

Damien Binnet

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Jan Dams
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“The hunt was beyond expectations. I never
expected the quality of the accomadations or
food. The timing of the rut was perfect and all
the people were professional.”

Rex Baker

“I want to thank everyone at ProfiHunt for putting on such a wonderful hunt for us. We were surprised
but extremely pleased at how beautiful and comfortable the lodging was, and the food was absolutely
wonderful. The whole staff could not have been nicer, The hunting was really fun,
and the animals were certainly available.” Bruce Keller

Bruce Keller and Jane Brown
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Hunting in Sudan

A

fter 7 years of closure, the hunt in Sudan was
reopened in 2020. We already had several
successful hunts and are pleased to offer this
unique and rare adventure.
Sudan offers the following species: Nubian Ibex,
Barbary Sheep and Eritrea Gazelle.

Nikolay Kulinkin

The hunt is really tough. A hunter must be in a good shape.
The slopes are steep and the surface is the kind of rolling
stones. If you see the Ibex coming and the distance is
good and comfortable with you, make a shot in front of the
animals and they will stop for a moment. This is the time
where you can aim your target and shoot it. In general,
the local guides try their best to provide the hunter with
the success but the game is hard to spot and not in big
numbers.
Gazelle and Sheep hunts are the best at night with a spot
light. Ibex hunting is both spot and stalk and a kind of
driven hunt. A driven hunt starts early in the morning.
We invite you to join us in Sudan for 2022 hunting
Season!

Konstantin Popov

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Konstantin Popov
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Marco Polo, Hume and Tian Shan Argali in Kyrgyzstan

K
William Sachs

Juan Carlos Voyard

yrgyzstan is a famous destination for hunters
seeking for a great adventure. The largest Ibex in
the world and different subspecies of Argali – Tian
Shan Argali, Marco Polo Argali and Hume Argali inhabit
these mountains.
Average size of sheep is 50-52 inches with occasional
60 inches trophy taken. It is an unforgettable adventure
to hunt at 12.000 feet on a horseback, surrounded by a
beautiful alpine panorama.
Camps in Kyrgyzstan are traditional wooden cabins or
wagons. They are warm, clean and comfortable with
separate areas for dining, bathing and sleeping and have
electrical generation.
In the hunting season 2021 Kyrgyzstan proved again to
be number one destination for big game hunters seeking
for Mid-Asian Ibex and the fabulous Argali, it brought us
dozens of amazing trophies. Hunters from all over the
world enjoyed their trip to Kyrgyzstan with ProfiHunt. High
quality service, top skilled guides and classic mountain
adventure, that’s what awaits you on every hunting
adventure with ProfiHunt!
It is very possible that the hunting in Kyrgyzstan
will be closed for 3 years starting from 2023, so we
urge you to book your hunt in Kyrgyzstan as soon as
possible to hunt there in 2022!

Andre De Waal
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Dmitry Kotenkov

Lee Friend
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Mid-Asian Ibex in Kyrgyzstan

K
Eddy Dankers

yrgyzstan is a famous destination for big game
hunters seeking for Mid-Asian Ibex, the fabulous
Marco Polo, Tian - Shan and Hume Argali. MidAsian Ibex is the largest Ibex in the world with the horn
length up to 60 inches. For most of Kyrgyzstan hunting trips
horses are used for transportation in the area to increase
the success chances. Expect extensive horseback riding
8 -10 hours a day and considerable walking. Some riding
experience is a must. During the day you will explore the
upper edges of the mountains and examine the hillsides
and feeding areas through the field glasses. A temporary
tented camp is set up with the specific goal of hunting a
particular animal or area. Physical condition is an important
factor in the stalking part of the hunt.
It is very possible that the hunting in Kyrgyzstan
will be closed for 3 years starting from 2023, so we
urge you to book your hunt in Kyrgyzstan as soon as
possible to hunt there in 2022!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Javier Valdenebro

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Andre De Waal
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Alfonso Fernandez

Etienne Hack
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Marco Polo Argali in Tajikistan

T

ajikistan offers excellent Marco Polo Argali hunt.
Over the last 22 years our hunters enjoy 100%
success. Average trophy size runs from 55 to 56
inches with several 60-64 inch rams taken every season.
In the morning you get into your jeep. During the day you
explore the upper edges of the mountains and examine
the hillsides, feeding and resting areas through the field
glasses. Once the trophy is located, you complete your
stalk on foot.

Rudolf Schmid

In Tajikistan the camps are located at 12,000-13,500
feet. They are warm, clean and comfortable cabins with
separate areas for dining, bathing and sleeping and have
an electrical generation. You will find good food and quality
service. Every camp is equipped with a sat - phone or
radio station.
In the hunting season 2019 our US hunter Brian
Bailey shot SUPERB 68+” Marco Polo Argali, which
holds the # 4 in SCI Record book!

Donald Perrien

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

James Dimanoff
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MONSTER 68” RAM

BIG thank you to all the staff and Alexander Petrushenko from Profihunt - my Russian PH, Vladimir
Melnikov (ProfiHunt CEO) and Yuri Matison for organizing this international hunt and my beautiful
wife Michelle for letting me go on this crazy adventure!

Brian Bailey

Luca Gaeti with his 61” trophy
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Bairam Valiev

Aaron Adkins

BEAUTIFUL 64” RAM
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Dmitry Turkin

GREAT 64” RAM

Roger Carter

Maral (Wapiti) in Kazakhstan
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A huge 16 kg Maral

K

azakhstan is a hunting paradise with great Tian
Shan Wapiti and Mid-Asian Ibex hunting. The Tian
Shan Wapiti is the largest of the Asian Wapitis and
a magnificent trophy. The antlers are massive and similar
in form to those of North American Wapitis. Hunting areas
are located in Central and Eastern Kazakhstan bordering
with China.
ProfiHunt Ltd has been guiding Maral Stag hunts for over
27 years with nearly 100% success.
Bugling a mature elk is one of the greatest hunting thrills. It
is not uncommon to hear several Marals calling at the same
time. Horses are used intensively to increase success
chances. Expect extensive horseback riding 8-10 hours
a day and considerable walking. Elk is generally located
on open slopes of mountains at 8,000-8,500 feet. The
prime hunting time is in the morning and in the evening.
Camps are hunting cabins, tents or yurts. They are located
in mountain valleys at 3.000-4.000 feet. You will find a
good food and quality service. Electricity is supplied by
generating sets in base camp.

Olivier Depre

A Mid-Asian Ibex and Siberian Roe Deer can be hunted on
trophy fee basis in almost all areas.

Nils Sehested An amazing bull of 15 kg

Mid-Asian Ibex in Kazakhstan
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O

ver the 27 years our hunters have 100% success
hunting for a Mid-Asian Ibex in Kazakhstan because
we take our guests to the best hunting areas.
ProfiHunt had his office in Almaty for 11 years.
Vladimir Melnikov hunted himself many times Ibex, Maral,
Saiga, Siberian Roe Deer and Karaganda Argali. He has
been guiding for Maral, Ibex and Karaganda Argali for 7
years. That’s why you will enjoy this trip and have a chance
to shoot a great Mid-Asian Ibex. This hunt is a spot-and
stalk hunt. Horses are used intensively in order to get
hunters into prime game country. Ride before you go on
this hunt. Fly camps are built at elevation of 8,000 feet
to hunt particular area or animal. During the day you will
explore the upper edges of the mountains and examine
the hillsides, feeding and resting areas through the field
glasses. Normally you see numerous Ibex every day.

Francois D.

Tents, yurts or hunting cabins are used to accommodate
the hunters in these regions. Base camps have no modern
conveniences but they are clean and warm. In all base
camps you will have a cook and interpreter.
For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Jean-Francois W.

Evgeny Shirokov
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Altai Argali in Mongolia

T
Eduard Benderskiy

his magnificent Sheep inhabits Altai Mountains
of western Mongolia, Russia and Kazakhstan.
Mongolia is the only country where hunting for the
Altai Argali is legal. Mongolian mountain desert steppe is
an ideal habitat for Sheep and Ibex. This country became
one of the most popular destinations for mountain hunters
who expect a well organized hunt.
The average trophy size is 52-55 inches, with a number of
trophies taken in excess of 55-58 inches.
The hunting is done on foot using jeeps for transportation in
the hunting area. Good number of rams is found at 7,0008,500 feet. You will spot rams, evaluate their size, and
then complete the stalk. The camps are traditional Asian
yurts. They are warm, clean and comfortable with separate
areas for dining, bathing and sleeping. Every camp has a
cook and interpreter. You will find a good food and quality
service. Electricity is supplied by generating sets.
Despite all the Covid restrictions we managed to
send a few hunters to Mongolia in 2021 and they got
nice rams!

Alexander Putilov

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Alexey Kim
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Mikhail Borodulin

Eddy Dankers
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Hangay Argali in Mongolia

T
Mikhail Borodulin

he Hangay Argali was created in 1997 to make the
registration of the trophies taken in the area located
far from Altai Mountains to the North from Gobi
Mountains.
This area belongs to the southern range of Hangay
Mountains. In the early 80-ties this trophy was proclaimed
as Mid-Altai Argali and sold at lower prices than Altai Argali
hunt. Males that inhabit this area are smaller in body and
horns size than males of Altai Argali, but bigger than Gobi
Argali.
To avoid any confusion and to single out Hangay Argali
as a separate specie, it was decided that Hangay Argali
inhabits the areas to the west of the 97 eastern longitude
and Gobi Argali inhabits the areas to the south of the 45
northern latitude.
Despite all the Covid restrictions we managed to
send a few hunters to Mongolia in 2021 and they got
nice rams!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Eduard Benderskiy

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Alexey Kim

Gobi Argali in Mongolia
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M

ongolian mountain desert steppe is an ideal
habitat for Sheep and Ibex. This country became
one of the most popular destinations for mountain
hunters who can expect a well organized hunt.
Gobi Argali is a magnificent Sheep that inhabits Mongolian
Mountains.
The specie was always of great interest for the hunters,
and the trip itself was always among the most popular.
The average size of Gobi Argali horns is 41- 44 inches with
the base of 14-16 inches. Gobi Argali horns are not so
heavy and are a bit shorter than those of Altai Argali. You
can plus white-tailed gazelle as an add-on trophy.

Leo Groenvall

Despite all the Covid restrictions we managed to
send a few hunters to Mongolia in 2021 and they got
nice rams with the biggest one of 46 inches!
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Artem Veselov and T.P. With T.P’s Gobi Argali 2021

Gary Hansen
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Altai Ibex in Mongolia

M

ongolia has many different vegetation zones:
steppe, desert, taiga forest and mountain desert
steppe. That is why this country holds a great
diversity of animal life.
There are ideal habitats for Altai Ibex and Gobi Ibex; Altai,
Hangay and Gobi Argali; White-tailed Gazelle, Wolf, Maral,
Moose, Brown Bear, Siberian Roe Deer.

Ryan Foutz

Altai Ibex inhabits Altai Mountains of western Mongolia.
The average trophy size is 39-45 inches, with a number of
trophies taken in excess of 50-53 inches. This hunt can
be nicely combined with Gobi Ibex, Siberian Roe Deer,
Wolf and Maral.
In the hunting season 2019 our customer from Germany,
Wolfgang Harle got an amazing 51” Altai Ibex, still the best
trophy of last 11 years.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Joannes Prinsen

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

OUTSTANDING 51’’ ALTAI IBEX
Wolfgang Härle
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Cornelis De Jong

Debora Smit
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Gobi Ibex in Mongolia

M

ongolia offers a great variety of game for the
hunters. Gobi Ibex inhabits Gobi desert, the
coldest one. Gobi desert is an arid high plateau
located in Mongolia and China and surrounded by
mountain ranges.
Other big game species found here are Gobi Argali, Whitetailed gazelle, Wolf.

Alexey Kim

The average length of the horns is 35-38 inches. The
horns are slimmer and shorter than those of the Altai and
Mid-Asian Ibex, however the cross ridges are often larger
and closer together.
General color is pale brown without a lighter saddle. This
hunt can be nicely combined with Altai Ibex.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Debora Smit

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

TOP TEN

SCI RECORD BOOK
44’’

Alexander Egorov
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Cornelis De Jong

“...I’m writing this letter to thank SCI and ProfiHunt for a wonderful time hunting in Mongolia for Ibex. I was successful and got
two Ibex. I was especially impressed by the attention I received from ProfiHunt - they stuck with me and provided help when
needed. So many of the other outfitters dropped their clients as soon as possible but not ProfiHunt,
they maintained contact the whole 3 weeks I was outside the United States. Sincerely yours...”

Norman Stewart

Hunting in Iran
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W

e are pleased to inform you that we can offer sport
hunting in Iran, in game reserves accessible to
foreign hunters for a limited and controlled takeoff. The most important wildlife trophies of the region are
well represented and offer good to excellent opportunities
to the trophy hunter. Our professional guides and staff will
take care of you during the entire length of your stay in Iran.

Eduard Benderskiy (Arak Sheep)

Game species in Iran acknowledged by GSCO & SCI:
Kerman Sheep
Trans-Caspian Urial
Red Sheep
Persian Desert Ibex
Shiraz Mouflon
Armenian Mouflon
Bezoar Ibex
Esfanah Mouflon
Arak Sheep
Laristan Sheep
Contact us for permits availability.

Albert Fusella (Trans-Caspian Urial)

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

NEW WORLD

RECORD

Jan Dams with his outstanding Esfahan Mouflon

Hunting in Pakistan
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D

ue to the great variety of mountain game animals,
Pakistan is unique for hunters. It is the land of
contrasts rich in high mountain peaks, vast glaciers,
large lakes and green valleys.
The nature of Pakistan provides ideal habitat for great
variety of game: Himalayan Ibex, Karakurum Blue Sheep,
Sindh Ibex, Blandford Urial, Punjab Urial, Afghan Urial,
Sulaiman Markhor, Astor Markhor, Kashmir Markhor.
Main hunting provinces are: Karachi, Gilgit, Quetta, Chitral
and Shimshal valley. Altitude varies from 2500 to 15000 ft.

Thomas Buchholz (Himalayan Ibex)

For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Evgeny Shirokov with Astor Markhor # 3 in the world

Sergey Volochkovich (Blandford Urial)
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Hunting in Tajikistan

T

ajikistan offers vast variety for hunting. It was always
famous for it’s Giant Marco Polo Argali that is the
sweet dream of every hunter.
However, it’s not the only reason to visit this beautiful
country. Tajikistan has started to issue official licenses for
Bukharan Markhor, Bukharan Urial and Matisoni Argali, the
new specie acknowledged and included in OVIS slam.
You will be met by of our staff members upon your arrival
at the airport in Dushanbe and accompanied by one of our
English-speaking professional hunters during your entire
stay.

D E.
MATISONI
ARGALI

A great 45 inches Bukharan Markhor trophy has
been taken by our hunter in October 2021 which you
can see on the cover of our brochure!
We operate in Asia and Russia since 1990. Book your
hunt with ProfiHunt and enjoy your hunting trip on the top
of the roof.
For more information and videos please visit our site at
www.profihunt.com

Eduard Benderskiy

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Leo Groenvall with a magnificent Bukharan Markhor 2021

Hunting in Turkey
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B

ezoar Ibex is one of the most beautiful mountain
goats. It can be successfully hunted in Turkey. With
its outstanding holiday and sightseeing opportunities
and breathtaking mountain panorama, Turkey is one of the
most popular destinations.
The Bezoar is a handsome, relatively slender animal with
blackish-brown markings that contrast with the lighter
overall color. Male Ibex can weight 80 - 200 pounds with
average 40-41-inch horns length. The horns are large,
scimitar-shaped, laterally compressed. The front edge is
a sharp keel with a number of bold, sharp-edged, widely
separated knobs.
Some outstanding trophies of 50-55 inches are taken
every year with special planning. Hunting camps range
from luxury hotel to village house.

Vyacheslav Gorb

Beside Bezoar Ibex, Turkey can offer other species for
hunters: Konya Mouflon, Hybrid Ibex, Anatolian Chamois,
Anatolian Red Stag, Wild boar. Every hunter will find
something interesting in this hospitable country.

For all hunting enquiries call the professionals at:
+1 (775) 737 3913 or vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com

Leo Groenvall with a nice Hybrid Ibex

Igor Dontsov
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Hunting in Nepal

N

epal is characterized by mystic peaks, exotic hills,
scenic valleys, secluded forests, and other different
forms of untouched nature. These overwhelming
natural assets make Nepal an ideal destination for
adventure tourism including the recently popular adventure
of wildlife hunting.

Mark Jackson

Nepal boasts a hunting reserve of its own kind where
certain species of wild animals are allowed to be hunted.
Dhorpatan Hunting Reserve, located not very far from the
capital Kathmandu, is a wildlife reserve on the footsteps of
the Himalayas with specified hunting blocks, seven to be
exact. The area and the animals involved in the adventure
make hunting in Nepal the ultimate experience for hunting
enthusiasts.
The hunting season determined as March-April in Spring &
October-November in Fall.

Filip Bultinck

Hunting in Nepal takes place in really harsh conditions, at
an altitude of 4,000 to 5,000 meters at low temperatures
and abundant precipitation. For hunting it is necessary to
use the whole day, it is completely usual when hunters
may walk and climb 8 – 10 hours a day in search of a
worthy trophy.

Ludovic Petit
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Filip Bultinck

Eduard Benderskiy
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DON’T Compromise

Your Hunting Experience

We Do It

BIGGER&
BETTER
Worldwide!

Javier Valdenebro

Steffen Andreasen

James Dimanoff

Marco Polo Argali • Kamchatka Snow Sheep • Moose • Mid-Asian Ibex • Brown Bear

BOOK YOUR

NEXT HUNTING
EXPEDITION
TODAY!

Co n t a c t O ur R e s e rva t i o n Te a m
RUSSIA Tel.

USA Tel.

Email.

+7 (495) 980 0270

+1 (775) 737 3913

vmproﬁhunt@gmail.com

WWW.PROFIHUNT.COM
JOIN THE BIGGEST NAMES IN HUNTING WITH ProﬁHunt INTERNATIONAL

